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1. Introduction 

A large amount of nuclear reaction data at medium energies is required for different im
portant applications, e.g., for recent plans of transmutation of long-lived radioactive wastes 
with a spallation source, medical and biomedical needs, and research of cosmic-ray effects 
on spaceships and astronauts. Experiments to measure these data are costly and there are a 
limited number of facilities available to make these measurements. Therefore reliable models 
are required to provide the necessary data. 

On the other hand, for solving different purely academic problems, such as investigations of 
quark and gluon degrees of freedom of nuclei, medium effect on structure of hadrons and their 
interactions, mechanisms of cumulative and subthreshold particle production, one needs to 
estimate the role of common "background" nuclear effects, again using reliable models. One 
model like that may be our Cascade-Exciton Model (СЕМ) of nuclear reactions[l], initially 
proposed to describe nucleon-induced reactions at bombarding energies below or at ~ 100 
MeV and developed after that for a larger interval of incident nucleon and pion bombarding 
energies (see, e.g., Refs.[2, 3] and references given therein), for the description of stopped 
negative pion absorption by nuclei (see Ref.[4] and references given therein), and for the 
description of photonuclear reactions[5]. 

The aim of the present lectures is to obtain and analyze the relativistic kinetic equations 
describing different stages of nuclear reactions in the СЕМ, to show the main assumptions of 
our model and to demonstrate exemplary results obtained in the framework of the СЕМ. 

2. Foundation of the СЕМ Basic Equations 

We are going to obtain here kinetic equations (KE) for nucleon-antinucleon medium taking 
into account such relativistic effects as delay of interaction, particle-antiparticle states, spin of 
the constituents, meson degrees of freedom, etc. For this aim we use the Zubarev method of 
the non-equilibrium statistical operator. This method occupies a special place as compared to 
the well known BBGKI[6, 7] and the contour Green functions[8]-[12] approaches, as it allows to 
derive generalized KE in a very general form without detailing specific properties of a system. 
This is especially important for treating complex systems with many degrees of freedom. 

In the relativistic region, the Zubarev method was realized at the kinetic stage of a system 
evolution in Ref.[13]. The generalized relativistic KE were obtained in terms of the relativistic 
Wigner functions 

U(x,p) = (2*)-" J dye-™ < PaP(x,y) >T= 

= (2Jr)-4y'(fye-'',!'<*/J(x + | ) * a ( x - | ) > T . (1) 

Here, the Greek indices denote the sort, polarization and other characteristics of particles, 
i is the 4-vector of the Minkowski space, and p is the 4-vector of momentum space. For 
generality, the statistics of the fields Фд, Фа is not fixed here. The main difference of this 
definition from the standard one consists in an averaging procedure which should be done 
by means of the non-equilibrium statistical operator р(т), i.e., < ... > T = Sp...p(r). Let us 
define the "proper time" r. For this, one introduces the atlas of maps. Each map consists 
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of congruence space-like hyperplanes <х(п,т) whose orientation in the Minkowski space is 
determined by a unit time-like vector directed towards the future: 

n» = p»/y/p1 = u* , p 2 > 0 . (2) 

So, we have r — xu. The family of hyperplanes is parametrized by r; and the maps from 
atlas, by the normal vector u" (the 4-velocity of the "tasted particle"). 

Now we can introduce the quantum relativistic Liouville equation for the non-equilibrium 
statistical operator (the interaction picture) 

^ - i\p(r), Hint(r)} = -е{р(т) - Рч(т)} . e > 0 . (3) 

This equation has an infinitly small source in its right-hand side which allows one to select out 
retarded solutions of the Liouville equation in full analogy with the formal scattering theory. 
The source intensity is governed by the parameter t > 0. It implies that after fulfilling a 
calculation, thethermodynamical limit should betaken and then с -* 0. The quasi-equilibrium 
statistical operator pq(r) is an asymptotic form of the non-equilibrium operator р(т) at the 
kinetic stage of evolution. An explicit form of the operator рч(т) is found from extremum of 
the information entropy functional of the quasi-equilibrium state 

< S(T) > , T = - < 1пря(т) >,T= -Sp рч(т)1прч(т) (4) 

at a given averaged value of < P(x,y) >,T and a normalization condition < 1 >,T= 1 It 
results in the following structure of the quasi-equilibrium statistical operator 

Рч(т) = exp{-S(r)} , (5) 

where S(T) is the entropy operator at the kinetic stage 

S(T) = Ф(г) + Jda(x | u) j d*yPa(,(x,y)Foli(x,y) . (6) 

Here, the function Faa(x,y) is the Lagrange factor corresponding to < Pa0(x,y) >1T and 
Ф(т) is a normalizing functional providing the condition < 1 >,T= 1- The operator structure 
of/)(r) allows us to take advantage of the Wick-Bloch-Donincis theorem and to derive a closed 
KE. 

It is very important that at the kinetic stage of evolution, the statistical operators р(т) 
and p,(r) are completely equivalent in the sense that < P(x,y) >T=< P{x,y) >, r (the 
self-consistency condition). 

Now we can construct different approximately truncated schemes. We use the perturbation 
theory with the small parameter (Anzatz I) 

|< Hint > I < H0 > | < 1 . (7) 

As a rule, this condition is correct in nuclear physics.at intermediate energies. The following 
generalized KE is derived for this case: 

p ^ = /'4(x,p) + / < V p ) (8) 



with CI of the first and second orders 

/,VJ(.r.») = -iy/ii*{2*)-A j dyt-,n <[1'аЛ*-У).1Ыт)]>Чг . 

— O L 

x <[/ /„„(r ' ) . [ / / 1„,( r ) .P„. ( ( . r . .V ) ] ]> 7 r . +/,^ )(. ' ' . / ') . (9) 

where /'^'(.i'./») IS a compensational function. Further analysis of these CI is possible only 
upon specifying the system of interacting fields. 

Many results on this CI have been obtained by now in literature for different versions of the 
Walecka relativistic nuclear models. Let us regard here two types of vertices: "three-legged" 
(barion-barion-meson) and "four-legged" (baryon-barion) (see Fig. 1). 

Fig. 1 
The results obtained by different authors for the Walecka models are summarized in Table 1. 

In order to ground the СЕМ and to have a possibility of its generalization, let us write CI of the 
Relativistic Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck (RBUU) type in the nuclear sector of the Walecka 
model with vertices of the "four-legged" type with the Hamiltonian density (Anzut: II) 

//ini(x) - Id.r'¥,(.г)Ф,.(.«•')VWH.r --г')*2'(г)Ф2(.г) . (10) 

Then, we can get CI of the RBUU type with a full set of relativistic effects and with virtual 
meson degrees of freedom, which defines the quasipotential Vn',22<(.r) of the system [15]: 

О1'"'') = ~ / H r fPi' ta ' '»l4;H ,.22'.:M',4-l'(/' I Р1'Р2<Ря<Рл) X 
-' 1 

x {f\i'(r</'!)hl'(*\P*)f:M*-P:\)U\-(r-Рл) ~ 
- f\v(x,P\)fiAr<P2)fxAv,p:i)f.w(.r.p.i)} . ( I I ) 

Let us define the notation. The numerical indices correspond to the spin degrees of 
freedom. The relativistic Pauli blocking factor is defined in the following way: 

/ii-(*.p) = {(а»)4.*?,,-(-/») - f»-{T,p), (12) 

where Su-(v) is the Fourier transform of the fermionic commutative function 

[*«(*),*<«(»)]+ = -iSnti(x - у) . (Щ 
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Table 1 

The first order, / $ ( * , ? ) 
KE of the Vlasov type 

("Tree-legged" vertices) 
V 

sector 
[81, [91, [16]-[201 

Д 
sector 

-

meson 
sector 

is absent 

KE of Vlasov type 
("Four-legged" yertices) 

iV 
sector 

~ 

Д 
sector 

[141 

meson 
sector 

is absent 
The second order, /i*j(x,p) 

KE of the Bloch type 
("Tree-legged" vertices) 

.V 
sector 
[131 

Д 
sector 

-

meson 
sector 
[131 

KE of Boltzmann type 
("Four-legged" vertices) 

sector 
[15], (91-[121 

Д 
sector 

-

meson 
sector 

is absent 

In comparison with the usual Boltzmann CI, our CI (11) has a more complicated structure 
because the corresponding transition matrix has a non-diagonal form 

>*'(i(i;llV.!2,,H3'.<M'(/* I PbP2iP3,Pl ) = 

= (2тг)86(р, + pa - рз - РлЩр - Pi) x 

X {*al'V^.,43(Pl ~ p4)[Ul'3',2l(Pl - Рз) ~ V3'4',2l(Pl - P4)] + 

+ *(з^з'4',аг(Р> - P3)[Vi'2',34(Pi - Рз) - У\ч\лз(Р\ - РА)}} (14) 

with 

Kv.K'iP - Pi) = 7/91 Vll',J2'(Pl - P) + 

+ - I <Л*>Ц>',22'(Р - Pi + w«)Sfli(p 4- UJU) 

V\V.av(p-Py) = 7 2 C . V I , ' . 2 2 ' ( P - P I ) 4 -

4" ~ / dwVu',22'(Pl - P4" WU)S'2a(p-i*)u) (15) 

Here 1'п'.22'(р) is the Fourier transform of the quasipotential Уц'.гг'^) and 7n i = P7n' At 
last, we have 

Vll'.22'(l) = -{Vn.,aa,(l) + Vvit¥i{-xj} . (16) 

In CI (11) we neglect the deviation of the system's behavior from the Markovian one, and 
assume that all Wigner functions in (11) can be considered in one space-time dot (Anzatz III). 

CI (.11) corresponds to connected self-energetical diagrams only. We neglect diagrams of 
the "tadpole" type which lead to the renormalizajions of interaction (Anzatz IV). All the 
other relativistic effects are taken into account exactly. 

Let us see now how we can obtain the usual Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck (BUU) KE. 
The relativistic Wigner function includes the states with both positive and negative energies. 
So, CI (11) contains really two KE for particles and antiparticles. We can assume now that 
the role of antibaryons is small and can be neglected (Anzatz V). 
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Let us note that the nucleons of the nuclear matter are not free. Generally, they have 
effective masses Af£ which differ from ones at the free stage (mjv): Mjv ф тр/. Let us state 
that the Wigner function of the stages with positive energies do not contain the assumption 
that baryons are on the mass-shell. This is important in some cases. For example, the A-isobar 
has the distributed mass. Now, for simplicity, let us assume that for nucleons of the system 

the on-mass-shell condition is satisfied, i.e.,p° = yM^2 + j ? (Anzatz VI). Simultaneously 
we pass from the spinor representation of the Wigner functions to the spin one 

/ Й W ) = РГЛ*,Р)<(РКШР2 - Щ)<Р°) . (г,* = 1,2). (17) 

Here чт
п(р) is the free spinor which satisfies the free Dirac equation with the mass M^. 

Now we take away one more relativistic effect, namely, the delay of a nucleon-nucleon inter
action (Anzatz VII). Then, the quasipotential passes to the nuclear potential, Vn\22'(p) =>• 
<4/>°)V't!\2'.i'(p)- This procedure leads to a considerable simplification of CI (11). As a re
sult, we obtain the quantum CI of the Kadanoff-Beym type. It takes into account only the 
relativistic spin and kinematical effects. 

The next simplification is connected with neglecting the spin effects (Anzatz VIII). It 
leads to the quantum BUU-type KE with relativistic kinematical effects only. 

In a classical limit (Anzatz IX), we get the relativistic Boltzmann KE which we write by 
using the differential cross section 

ел +""f + ?% - / / ^ . . . ^ ( M - л» • («o 
Here F is a force corresponding to the self-consistent nuclear field (see Table 1). 

Up to now, we have considered nuclear matter in the thermodynamical limit (V —> 
oo , ЛГ —* с» , n = N/V — const). We can introduce now a final volume V of the 
system and a set of parameters for the inner degrees of freedom (Anzatz X). This step can 
be done in a phenomenological way only. It is equivalent to the transition to an open system 
and leads at once to the following BUU KE: 

- Au^ahMl + mi + fj]} . (19) 

The Boltzmann KE (18) is the base for the description of fast processes in the intranuclear 
cascade models. In these models, the fast (cascade) particles and the target-nucleus nucleons, 
which nave not yet been involved in the interaction, are considered as two different types of 
particles, and the collisions between particles of the same type are neglected. The nuclear 
constituents are believed to be described by the equilibrium (maxwellian) distribution function 
/T(r,p). Then, for the distribution function of cascade particles /""(?,p,t) from Eq. (18) 
we have (in the linear approximation): 

(д + £ • Ъ + F - Vp-) / ~ ( r , p, *) = -P r(r) < <rvTd > / « ( ? , p*, t) + Q(r, p, t) . (20) 
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According to the normalization of the single-particle distribution function. 

PT(f) = jdpfT(?,p) (21) 

is the local particle number density. Averaging in (20) is carried over the distribution function 
of the target nucleus nucleons 

< <7wre| > = -ут^г / dpfT(r,p)(r(vrd)vrr, , (22) 

and the cross section o(v„i) allows for the exclusion principle. The source function in the 
right-hand side of (20) is 

Q(r,p,t) = У У • « • m i w ^ g ^ / T ( r , f t ) / e " ( r , f t , 0 • (23) 

The integro-differential equation (20) can be transformed into the integral one. In particular, 
if the fast particle flux collides with the semi-infinite slab of nuclear matter, we have for 
the cascade particles (neglecting recoil nucleons and assuming for simplicity pT = cansl and 
F = 0) 

r*{r,p,t) = N06(p-po)exp\- Jdt'pT <<rvrd>] + 
о 

t 

+ jdtVp™'^- |(* - t"M")<?(r - £(* - 0,P,I") 
0 

I 

x exp — / dt'pT < avTd > , (24) 

where p°"(r,t) is related to / "" ( r ,? , * ) by an equation of the type (21). The probabilistic 
interpretation of this equation is quite obvious: A number of particles at the given point f 
having momentum within the interval dp around the value p is built of the incident beam 
N0 reaching this point (with an exponential damped factor) and rescatterings of every kind 
resulting in particles of interest. Relation (24) and its probabilistic interpretation are grounds 
for the cascade model proceeding from an analogy between the interaction of fast particles 
with nuclei and high-energy radiation transport through matter{21]. In a real case, one needs 
to solve the related system of integral equations like (24) with a distributed source function and 
complex initial and boundary conditions. It turns out to be more effective to use the analogy 
mentioned above and on this basis to simulate the fate of every particle inside a nucleus by 
the Monte Carlo technique. 

As it has been shown in Ref.[l], the KE (19) can be rewritten in a form of the master 
equation 

dP{E^a,t) = 1 > ( Е а , Е а ' ) Р ( Я , а ' , 0 - A(£a',Ea)P(E,a,I)] . (25) 
ar?£a' 
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Here /'(/•-'. о. /) is the probability of finding the system at the time moment f in the £ o state, 
and Л(/,'n. /.о') is the energy-conserving probability rate, defined in the first order of the 
time-depending perturbation theory, 

A(/-„'a. En') =~\< Fa\V\Ea' > |а-г.(Е) . (26) 
n 

The matrix element < Ea\i'\En' > is believed to be a smooth function in energy, and u:a(E) 
is the density of the final sttte of the system. One should note that Eq. (25) is derived provided 
that the "memory" time rmrm of the system is small compared to the characteristic time for 
intranuclear transition ~ h/X[Ea, /•,'<*') but, on the other ham!, Eq. (25) itself is applicable 
for the time moments t » hfX(Ea.Ea'). Due to the condition rmrm > h/X(En.Ea'), 
being describing by Eq. (25), the random process is the markovizN one. 

The master equation (25) is usually used to describe the relaxation phenomena at the 
pre equilibrium stage of nuclear reactions in the framework of the so called exciton models. 
Within these models, an excited nuclear state is completely defined by an excitation energy 
and a number of excited particles /i and holes h (ti = p + A is a number of exdtons). that is 
о = и. A further simplification is achieved by assuming that the sum ]£<,•*«, in the right-hand 
side of (25) is contributed only by the terms representing the exciton-exaton scattering, that 
gives rise to the selection rule An = 0, ± 2 under intranuclear transitions. 

So, we have shown that it is possible to pass from KE (11) to (24) and (25) by means of 
several anzatzes. The decline of some concrete anzatzes wiN arise the corresponding general
izations of the simplest KE (24) and (25). 

3. Basic Assumptions of the СЕМ 

A detailed description of the СЕМ may be found in Ref.[l], therefore, only its bask as
sumptions will be outlined here. The physical picture underlying our model is rather natural. 
A particle entering a nucleus can suffer one or several intranuclear саавкик. that gives rise to 
the formation of an excited many-quastpartide state like a "doorway state". Due to residual 
interaction this state will evolve towards a more complicated one up to the formation of a 
compound nucleus. At each stage of the process a particle can be emitted. The behaviour 
of a primary particle and of those of second and subsequent generations (if any) up to their 
capture or emergence from a nucleus is treated in the framework of the intranuclear cas
cade model. The number of captured nudeons and "holes" produced dee to the intmnndear 
coHsions gives us the initial particle-hole configuration of the wmiwaing excited nucleus, the 
excitation energy of which is defined by the conservation laws. A further destiny of the nucleus 
is traced in terms of the exciton model of pre-equlibrium decay which includes in a natural 
way the particle decay at the equilibrium stage too. 

Thus, the СЕМ considers the nudear reaction as proceeding through three stages - cascade, 
pre-equihbrium and equilibrium (or compound nucleus). So. in a general case, the three 
components may contribute to any exeeraneataffy measured quantity. In particular, for the 
indushre partide spectrum to be discussed later, we have 

>r{p)dp = ain[Nr"{p) + Nr"{p) + Na,mW (27) 

The cascade stage of the interaction is described by the Dubwa version of the intranuclear 
cascade model (ICM)(21]. The Monte Carlo solution of the system of urtegral equations 
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like (24) gives the single-particle distribution function fca'(f,pj) through which all needed 
characteristics can be expressed. For example, for Л"'а1(;7) from (27) we have 

я ica» 

Sca'{p)dp = — [d2b [ df I dtfr(r,pj)dp , (28) 
0 0 

where the integration is carried out over all accessible impact parameters 6 for particles leaving 
a nucleus of radius И by the end of the cascade stage tca,. It is noteworthy that, being defined 
by the size of the nucleus and its transparency (see the first term in equation (24)), the 
reaction cross section <тш is calculated within the cascade model itself. Hence, the СЕМ 
predicts the absolute values for calculated characteristics and does not require any additional 
data or special normalization of its results. 

All the cascade calculations are carried out in a three-dimensional geometry. The nuclear 
matter density pT(r) is described by the Fermi distribution with two parameters taken from the 
analysis of electron-nucleus scattering. Practically, the nucleus target is divided by concentric 
spheres into seven zones in which the nuclear density is considered to be constant. The energy 
spectrum of nuclear nucleons is estimated in the perfect Fermi gas 'approximation with the 
local Fermi energy 7>(r) = A2[3jr2/>T(r)]2/3/(2rn/v), where m^ is the nucleon mass. The 
influence of intranuclear nucleons on the incoming projectile is taken into account by adding 
to its laboratory kinetic energy an effective real potential V, as well as by taking into account 
the Pauli principle which forbids a number of intranuclear collisions and effectively increases the 
mean path freeof fast particles inside the target. For incident nucleons V = Vn(r) = Tp(r)+t, 
where'/'/.(г) is the corresponding Fermi energy and t is the mean binding energy of the nucleons 
(( ~ 7 MeV [21]). For pions, in the Oubna ICM usually one uses [21] a square-well potential 
with the depth V„ ~ 25 MeV, independently of the nucleus and pion energy. The interaction 
of the incident particle with the nucleus comes to a series of successive quasifree collisions of 
the fast cascade particles (тг or N) with intranuclear nucleons: 

A',V -» NN, NN ~* TTNN, NN -» тг,, • •••, 7t{NN 
ir/V-»7r/V, irW--•*,,•••,*•,•# ( i > 2 ) . (29) 

To describe these elementary collisions, one uses the experimental cross sections for the free тг N 
and N N interactions approximated by special polynomial expressions with energy-dependent 
coefficients [21] and one takes into account the Pauli principle. 

The Pauli exclusion principle at the cascade stage of the reaction is handled in the following 
way: one assumes that nucleons of the target occupy all the energy levels up to the Fermi 
energy. Each simulated elastic or inelastic interaction of the projectile (or of a cascade particle) 
with a nucleon of the target is considered forbidden if the "secondary" nucleons have energies 
smaller than the Fermi energy. If so, the trajectory of the particle is traced further from the 
forbidden point and a new interaction point, a new partner and a new interaction mode are 
simulated for the traced particle, and so on, until the Pauli principle is kep* or the particle 
leaves the nucleus. 

Besides the elementary processes (1), the Dubna ICM takes also into account pion absorp
tion on the nuclear pairs 

*NN -» NN . (30) 
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The momenta of two nucleons participating in the absorption are chosen randomly from the 
Fermi distribution, and the pion energy is distributed equally between these nucleons in the 
center-of-mass system of the pion and nucleons participating in the absorption. The direction 
of motion of the resultant nucleons in this system is taken as isotropically distributed in space. 
The effective cross section for absorption is estimated from the experimental cross-section of 
pion absorption by deuterons. The Dubna ICM is described in detail in the monograph [21]. 

The subsequent interaction stages are considered in the framework of the modified exciton 
model[22]. The model uses effectively the relationship of the master equation (25) with the 
markovian random processes. Indeed, an attainment of the statistical equilibration described by 
Eq. (25) is an example of the discontinuous markovian process: The temporal variable changes 
continuously and at a randorn moment the state of the system changes by a discontinuous 
jump, the behaviour of the system at the next moment being completely defined by its state at 
present. As long as the transition probabilities \(Ect, Ea') are time independent, the waiting 
time for the system in the Ea state has the exponential distribution (the Poisson flow) with 
the average lifetime h/\(a,E) = ft/Л»1 ЦЕа,Еа'). This fact prompts a simple method 
of solving the related system of Eq, (25): Simulation of the random process by the Monte 
Carlo technique. In this treatment it is possible to generalize the exciton model to all nuclear 
transitions with Ли = 0, ±2, and the multiple emission of particles and to depletion of nutlear 
states due to the particle emission. In this case the system (25) is as follows: 

дР(*''а*1) = -A(n,E)P(E,n,t) + \+(n-2,E)P{E,n-2,t) + 

+ A„(n, E)P(E, n, t) + A_(n + 2, E)P(E, n + 2,t) + 

+ ] T / dT I dE'\l{n,E,T)P(E',n + ni,t)S{El - E - Bj -T) .(31) 

The lifetime of the excited system at the state with n = p+h excitons (but with different p-, 
/(-composition (for details see Ref.(lJ) is given by 

A(^£) ~ Л(рЛД) = МА+(Р' *'£)+Ao(p 'ft ' £)+MP-fe' £ ) + E *>> ̂  ETl • (32) 

where according to (2M the partial transition probabilities changing the exciton number by 
Дп are 

2ir 
Ад„(р, А, ь ; - , \Мьп\2шйп(р, h, E) , (33) 

and the emission rate of a nucleon of the type j into the continuum is estimated according to 
the detailed balance principle 

E-B, 

Г,-(Р,А,£) = J Xi(p,h,E,T)dT , 

Hfrh,EtT) = g f f i ^ f o A)"(P ~ ^ -* ~ T)T*UT) • (34) 

where s}, Bj, Vf, and ц} are the spin, binding energy, Coulomb barrier, and reduced mass of 
the emitted particle, respectively. A modification of (34) for the complex particle emission is 
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discussed in detail in Ref.[l]. The factor 3t,(p, h) ensures the condition for the exciton chosen 
to be the nucleon of type j. This factor can easily be calculated by the Monte Carlo technique. 

Assuming an equidistant level scheme with the single-particle density g, we have the level 
density of the ri-exciton state as[23] 

ы(р,Л,£) = 9(<jE) Р+Л-1 

р!Л!(р + Л - 1 ) ! 35) 

This expression should be substituted into Eq. (34). For the transition rates (33), one needs 
the number of states by taking into account the selection rules for intranuclear exciton-exciton 
scattering. The appropriate formulae have been derived by Williams[24] and later corrected 
for the exclusion principle and indistinguishability of identical excitons in Ref.[25]: 

u>+(p,A,£) 

uia{p,h,E) 

u-(p,h,E) 

1 \дЕ-А(р+\,Н + 1)]г 

29 n + 1 
1 \gE-A{p,h)] 

= 95~~~ Z 
I n 

- o<7PMn - 2) • 

gE-A{p+\,h + l) 

[p(p-

gE-A(p,h) 

1)+4рА + Л(Л- 1)] 

n - l 

(36) 

where A(p, A) = (p2 + A2 + p — A)/4 — A/2. By neglecting the difference of matrix elements 
with different An, M + = M- — Mo — M, we estimate the value of M for a given nuclear 
state by association of the A+(p, h, E) transition with the probability for quasi-free scattering 
of a nucleon, which is above the Fermi level, on a nucleon of the target nucleus. Therefore, 
we have 

< (T(Vrel)Vrel > 

V.nl 
TLlMf±± Д(р+1,Л + 1)] 

n+ 1 
gE-Afr+l,h+l) 

gE-A(P,h) 
(37) 

where V;n( js the interaction volume, and the averaging in the left-hand side of (37) is carried 
out over all excited states taking into account the exclusion principle. Combining (33), (35) 
and (37), we get finally for the transition rates: 

A+(p,fc,E) 

A0(p, h,E) 

) 'p,h.E) 

Vint 
< a(Vrel)Vrel > П + 1 

Vinl 

< <r{vrcl)vrel > 

gE - A{p, h) 
gE-A{p+ 1,A+ 1). 

n+i p ( p - l ) + 4pA + A(A - 1) 
gE-A(P,h) 

gE - A(P, A) 
gE-A{p+l,h + l) 

n+l pA(n + l)(n - 2) 
[gE-A(P,h)Y 

(38) 

Thus, the initial conditions for the system of Eqs. (31), t0 = tca,, n0, E0, are calculated 
within the cascade model. The Monte Carlo solution of (31) gives the population probabilities 
for the n-exciton states P(E,n,t). By the pre-equilibrium particles we call those which have 
been emitted before achieving of the statistical equilibrium appropriating to the time moment 
/,,,. This moment is fixed by the condition \+(ncq, E) = A_(ne,,£) from which we get 
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it,,! ~ \J%ll'-- The pre-equilibrium component in (27) for the inclusive spectrum of particles 
of the type j can be represented as 

'.., 
.Y<""(/7)</,7 = J dlY, Л " ( " - /<;- r) / J< / < ;-" ' ) f f f - ^ ] ' ' ' < n > f / ' A / n ' (:{9> 

We shall return to the discussion of the angular anisotropy later. Here, we note only that 
the angular function F(i\) is normalized to unity, Jdilh'(i}) = 1, 

Similarly to (39) we can write down the expression for the equilibrium (w > n,,,) compo
nent: 

x 

.Y"'(/7)r//7 = jdl J2 V("- Е,Т)П(Н.п.1)~^Щг(П)Л\Ш , (40) 
'.„ " 

where the time moment / —* x corresponds to the complete deexcitation of a nucleus due to 
particle emission. As the nuclear states with different n are equally probable in the statistical 
equilibrium, the right-hand side of (40) is simplified to 

n' 

5 > ( H - - I , / - ; - я , - ' / ' ) 
~ 7,:,/V СП- ^ . , / n <rr<m. ( i n 

By summing over n the total density of exited states ui(K) = £]„uj(?i.. E) is reduced to an 
exponential form а-'(Л') ~ vxp'l\/gE. Thus, for / > trq (or n > пгя) we can use the conven
tional "evaporative" approximation by substituting in (34) u{p,h4E) —» ui(IC) ~ <xp'l\/a~E 
with the level density a. 

An important point of the СЕМ is the condition for transition from the intranuclear cascade 
stage to the pre-equilibrium processes. In the conventional cascade-evaporation models fast 
particles are traced down to some minimal energy, the cutoff energy '/',.„, being about 7-10 
MeV below which particles are considered to be absorbed by the nucleus. The СЕМ uses 
another criterion according to which a primary particle is considered as part of the cascade, 
namely the proximity of the imaginary part of the optical potential №'„,,,.„,„,/ (r) calculated in 
the cascade model to the experimental one Wop,.rxpXr). This value is characterized by the 
parameter 

V =| (NV„„„,. - И-',,,,,,.,,,.)/^,,,,,.,,,,. | . (12) 
Here we use the fixed value V = 0.3 extracted from the analysis [l]-[4] of experimental proton-
and pion-nucleus data at low and intermediate energies. 

One should note that in the СЕМ the initial configuration for the pre-equilibrium decay 
(number of excited particles and holes, i.e., excitons n0 — p0 + ft0l excitation energy /•„',* 
and linear momentum Prj of the nucleus) differs significantly from that usually postulated in 
exciton models. Our calculations [l]-[4] show that the distributions of residual nuclei remaining 
after the cascade stage of the reaction, i.e., before the pre-equilibrium emission, with respect 
to if,,, />o, /«(,, /',',* and Po are rather broad. 
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Complex particles can be produced in intermediate-energy nuclear reactions at different 
interaction stages and due to many mechanisms. These may include fast processes like direct 
knock-out, pick-up reactions or final state interactions resulting in coalescence of m .! -/.-••, 
into a complex particle. The present version of the СЕМ neglects all these processes dt the 
cascade interaction stage. Therefore, fast complex particles can appear in our model only 
due to pre-equilibrium processes. We assume that in the course of the reaction ps excited 
particles are able to condense with probability ~\} forming a complex particle which can be 
emitted during the pre-equilibrium state. The "condensation" probability i} is estimated as 
the integral of overlapping the wave fun tion of independent nucleons with that of the complex 
particle (cluster). Of course, slow complex particles may be evaporated along with nucleons 
at the compound stage of the reaction. We include the emission of n, p, d, t, 'He and ''He at 
both the pre-equilibrium and the evaporative stages of reaction. Pious in our СЕМ arise only 
from the processes (29) and ieave the nucleus either directly or after additional rescatterings 
during the cascade. 

The СЕМ predicts forward peaked in the laboratory.system angular distributions for sec
ondary particles. Firstly, this is due to high asymmetry of the cascade component (for ejected 
nucleons and pions). A possibility for forward peaked distributions of nucleons and composite 
particles emitted during the pre-equilibrium interaction stage is related to retention of some 
memory of the projectile's direction. In addition to energy conservation we need to take into 
account conservation of linear momentum P at each step as a nuclear state evolves. In a 
phenomenological appioach this can be realized in different ways[l]. The simplest way used 
here consists in sharing the momentum PQ (similarly to energy ££) between an ever increasing 
number of excitons involved in the interaction in the course of equilibration of the nuclear sys
tem. In other words, the momentum Po should be attributed only to » excitons rather than 
to all Л nucleons. Then, particle emission will be symmetric in the proper »-exciton system 
but some forward peaking will arise in both the laboratory and center-of-mass reference frame. 

Recently, the СЕМ was developed by including the competition between particle emission 
and fission at the evaporative stages of reactions[26] and by including a more realistic nuclear 
level density with Z, N, and E" dependences of the level density parameter[27]. At present, 
we develop the СЕМ for the description of the processes of -y-emission at all three stages of a 
reaction[28] in order to evaluate the relative role of different photon production mechanisms 
from proton-nucleus reactions at intermediate energies, and extend the СЕМ for the description 
of antinucleon-nucleus interactions. 

In our calculations, all the СЕМ parameter values are fixed and are the same as in Ref.[l]. 

4. Exemplary Results and Discussion 

We analyzed a large variety of data from nucleon-, pion-, and 7-induced reactions using 
the СЕМ (see Refs.[l]~[5], [26]-[29] and references given therein). A detailed comparison 
of the СЕМ predictions with the results of other current models may be found in the re
cent review[30]. Therefore, we confine ourselves to the discussion of some exemplary results. 
Measured[31] and calculated inclusive spectra of protons are shown in Fig. 2. The СЕМ re
produces well tiie change in the spectrum shape with increasing emission angle and in passing 
from light to heavy target-nuclei, providing correct absolute values for the particle yield for all 
incident energies. 
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200 300 

Fig. 2. Measured [31] 
inclusive proton spectra 
(symbols) and СЕМ cal
culations (histograms). 
Different emission an
gles (upper row) and dif
ferent incident energies 
(lower row) are drawn 
with symbols as indi
cated. The histograms 
are the sum of all three 
СЕМ (cascade, pre-
equilibrium and evapo
rative) components. 

To illustrate the relative 
role of different proton 
production mechanisms 
for neutron-copper colli
sions at 425 MeV, as an 
example, the cascade, 
pre-equilibrium and the 
evaporative components 
of proton spectra are 
shown separately in the 
upper part of Fig. 3. 
One can see that the 
main contribution of 
slow protons to the 
spectra comes from the 
evaporation from com-

100 200 300 0 
T [MeV] 

pound nuclei, while with increasing ejectile energy the emission at the cascade and pre-
equilibrium stages becomes dominant. T:ie cascade component describes almost the entire 
measured spectra at forward angles, but with increasing angle of detection the relative role' 
of the pre-equilibrium component rises considerably, and for very backward angles and proton 
energies less than 80 MeV the contribution of pre-equilibrium emission becomes comparable 
with that from the cascade. 

For many applications and scientific problems it is necessary to analyze and evaluate not 
only data on nucleon production but also other characteristics as data on complex particle and 
pion production, fission cross sections. Some exemplary results are shown in Figs. 4 - 6. 

Fig. 4 shows inclusive spectra of deuterons measured[31] and calculated with the СЕМ. 
The low energy parts of the complex particle spectra calculated in the СЕМ are formed by 
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particles evaporated at the compound stage of the reaction, while the high energy ones are 

0 100 200 0 100 200 0 100 200 300 
T [MeV] 

Fig. 3. Inclusive proton spectra from the neutron-copper collisions at 425 MeV. Upper row: 
the histograms 1, 2, and 3 show the contribution of cascade, pre-equilibrium, and evaporative 
components, respectively; lower row: for cascade component the histograms 1, 2, and 3 show 
the contribution from events which contain a two-step process of pion production in collisions of 
incident or cascade particles with nuclear nucleons (29) followed by pion absorption on nucleoli 
pairs within this target-nucleus (30) in the course of the reaction (including all possible former 
and/or subsequent intranuclear collisions), the contribution from the events with nc = 1, and 
nc > 5, respectively. The value nc is the number of successive interaction acts before proton 
emission in the events contributing to the corresponding histograms. The experimental points 
are taken from Ref. [31]. 

determined by the pre-equilibrium emission. It can be seen that the СЕМ reproduces correctly 
the shape and absolute value of the backward complex particle spectra. For forward angles the 
СЕМ significantly underestimates the experimental data (see, Ref.[3]). This happens because 
we neglect in our approach fast processes of complex particle production such as pick-up, 
knock-out and coalescence of complex particles from fast nucleons emitted during the cascade 
stage. Such processes contribute especially to the forward complex particle emission and their 
disregard in the СЕМ results in underestimation of complex particle spectra at forward angles. 
To describe better the complex particle spectra at intermediate energies the СЕМ must be 
improved by incorporating fast processes of complex particle production. 
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Fig. 4. Inclusive 
deutoron spectra: 
histograms an- tin-
sum of pro-
equilibrium and 
evaporative com
ponents calculated 
within the СЕМ. 
the rest notation 
is the same as in 
Fig. 2. 
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300 

n(5C2 .5 MeV) + Cu 
a 
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Fig. 5. Double dif
ferential cross sections 
at angles 30°. 60°. 
80°, and 120° (up
per row) and angular 
distributions for pion 
energies greater than 
32.2 MeV (lower row) 
of three pion charge 
stales for 5(>2.Г> MoV 
neutrons on Cu. The 
points are experimen
tal data [32], the his
tograms and dashed 
lines are our СЕМ and 
ЬЛНЕТ [33] calcula
tions from 1W. [32]. 
respectively. 

1.0-0 .5-0 .0 0.5 1.0-0.5-0.0 0.5 
cos (0) 

-1 .0-0.5-0.0 0.5 1.0 

We have applied the СЕМ to analyze practically all known data on nucleon-induced pion 
production for intermediate and heavy nuclei and bombarding energies less than several GeV. 
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As an example, Fig. 5 shows part of the recent data[32] on neutron-induced inclusive 7r"~ 
and тг+ production along with our СЕМ and LAHET [33] calculations from Ref.[32]. For 
comparison, spectra of neutral pions predicted by the СЕМ are also shown in the figure. One 
can see that both the СЕМ and Bertini's ICM give results in reasonable agreement with the 
data. Similar agreement was obtained for other reactions. 

Recently, the СЕМ has been applied to analyze nucleon-, pion-, and photon-induced fis
sion. As an example, the incident energy dependences of experimental and calculated with 
the СЕМ fission cross-sections for proton-gold and -uranium interactions are shown in Fig. 6. 
Analogous results have been obtained for other reactions. 

S 150 

b 100 

p 'Au 
- BGIT74 (а,/а„=1.0П) 
- SCM7G (af/a„=l.l5) 
- B,-f(E) (af/a„=l.l9). 

0 ---
100 

BG1T71 (a,/a„=1.0S) 
SCM76 (»,/»„= 1.04) 
1),-Г(К) (a,/a„=1.05) 

1 I 1 1 . .-

300 500 
T (MeV) 

Fig. 6. Incident energy dependence of fission rross-
aectioiiH for proton-gold and proton-uranium interac
tions. The experimental points are from the summary 
Table 159 of the monograph [21]. The lines are our 
('KM calculations performed with different fission har
riers (for details see Ref. [26]) for the values of aj/an 

shown in the figure. 

Pion-nucleus interactions occupy a special place 
in intermediate energy nuclear physics due to touch
ing upon differert fundamental problems of nuclear 
reactions, hadron interactions and nuclear structure 
(see, the last reviews[34, 35]). One of the important 

' 0 0 modes of the pion-nucleus interaction is pion absorp
tion (no pions in the final state). The cross section 

of this mode is large, in the Д resonance region contributes about > 1/3 of the total pion-
nucleus cross section; therefore, this mode affects significantly other pion-nucleus interaction 
modes. 

Though good theoretical investigations have been performed in the last fifteen years and 
many interesting experimental results on pion absorption have been obtained at the meson 
factories in the USA, Canada and Switzerland, and at JINR, PNPI, KEK and CERN, an 
unambiguous interpretation of the observed phenomena has not been found yet[34, 35]. So, 
up to now there is no common point of view in literature on the questions: How many nucleons 
are involved in nuclear pion absorption? How does the reaction depend on the isospin of the 
absorbing system and on the energy of the pion? 

Many measurements of pion-induced reactions have been performed especially with the 
purpose to obtain information on different pion absorption mechanisms (see reviews [34, 35]). 
So, McKeown et al. have measured inclusive (тг,р) cross sections on 12C, 27AI, 58Ni and w T a 
at 7'. = 100, 160 and 260 MeV [36]. Assuming that high-energy protons arise only from 
absorption reactions and neglecting the initial- and final-state interactions, McKeown et al. 
have analyzed their own data in a "hot spot" or a "slowly moving-source" representation and 
found that the number NN of nucleons involved in the pion absorption is NN ~ 3 for 12C and 
increases to NN ~ 5.5 for , 8 lTa. This work had a large resonance in literature: afterwards 
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there were performed many theoretical investigations which demonstrated that McKeown's et 
al. data may be described by a 2N absorption mechanism, or on the contrary, ол1у by multi-
nucleon absorption (see reviews [34. 35]). Of great interest are also the recent measurements 
of pion-induced inclusive proton production on copper at 0.6, 0.8 and 1 Gev/c of Golubeva 
et al. [37]. By analyzing their own data and measurements by other authors in a "moving-
source" representation. Golubeva et al. have found that the number of nucleons involved in 
pion absorption increases monotonically with pion energy from NN ~ 4 at Tw = 260 MeV to 
V* ~ 18 at Г* = 4 GeV. 

We have analyzed, in our СЕМ, different characteristics of pion-nucleus interactions in the 
incident pion energy range up to ~ 3 GeV (see, e.g.,[2, 29. 35]). For our model there is no 
difference between nucleon- and pion-induced reactions. The first step of the cascade stage 
of the reaction is simply induced by a pion instead of a nucleon. Lti us recall that in the СЕМ 
we regard only the 2N absorption mechanism (30). 

As an example, a part of Golubeva's et al. data[37] are presented in Fig. 7 along with our 
CCM calculations and results of the best fit[37] in the moving-source model. For comparison, 
for proton spectra from 600 MeV/c v+ interactions with Cu the results of the Dubna ICM 
calculation with the Д isobar production in the intermediate states from Ref.[37] are shown 
in Fig. 7 One can see that both our СЕМ and the ICM equally satisfactorily describe the 
data only by the 2N absorption mechanism. (We obtained similar results for all other known 
data up to T„ ~ 3 GeV.) This indicates the importance of initial- and final- state interactions 
neglected by Golubeva et al. and McKeown et al. in analyzing their data by the "moving-
source" representation. 

300 
T 

Fig. 7. Measured inclusive 
proton spectra from тг+ and 
ir~ interactions with Cu at 
600 MeV/c [37] (symbols), our 
СЕМ calculations (solid his
tograms), the results of the 
best fit in the moving-source 
model [37] (lines), and the cal
culations with the ICM with 
Д as cascade participants from 
Ref. [37] (dashed histograms 
on the left graph). The dashed 
histograms 1 and 2 on the right 

— • ••... ~ - — graph show the СЕМ evapora-
0 100 200 300 4 0 0 и у е м й р г ^ ^ Ь й ш / с о т 
1 M e V J ponents, respectively. 

'-135 "СИ l08*Cl«P)i 
i • 1 1 

For spectra at 135°, the СЕМ pre-equilibrium and evaporative components are shown 
separately in Fig. 7. One can see that even at these relatively high incident energies the 
pre-equilibrium processes contribute to intermediate energy proton emission. 

So, the СЕМ is able to describe data on pion-induced inclusive particle production in the 
absolute value without any free parameters (by taking into account only the 2N absorption 
mechanism (30)) and does not need to increase the mass of "clusters" absorbing pions with 
atomic mass of the targets or with incident pion energy. At the same time, one should note 
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that our model does not exclude some small contribution from pion absorption on heavier 
"clusters" [35]. 

The СЕМ has been developed [4] to describe also stopped negative pion absorption by 
intermediate and heavy nuclei. We again take into account only the 2N absorption mechanism. 
The point at which the pion is absorbed in the nucleus was determined from the distribution 
derived in [38] from calculations on pionic atoms Pabs ~ exp[-(r - с)г/2ет2]. The value of 
constants с and a were determined by interpolating between the results given in [38] for nearby 
nuclei. 

We have applied (see, e.g., Ref [4. 39]) our model to analyze a large variety of experimental 
data on stopped negative pion absorption by писк« from С to U. energy spectra and multi
plicities of n. p. d, t, 3He, and *He; angular correlations of two secondary particles; spectra 
of the energy released in the "live" MSi target on recording protons, deuterons and tritons 
in the energy range 40-70 MeV, 30-60 MeV and 30-50 MeV. respectively, isotope yields; nu
clear fissilities; momentum and angular momentum distributions of residual nudei. etc. As an 
example, Fig. 8 shows inclusive proton spectra measured recently by Gomov et al.[39], our 
calculation and the results reported by other authors (for details see [39]). On the whole, the 
СЕМ satisfactorily reproduces all the analyzed experimental data. This fact indicates that the 
2N absorption mechanism is the main one for medium and heavy nuclei in the case of stopped 
pions as well. However, we have obtained [39] a direct indication on the a-particle absorption 
mechanism in MSi (on a level of ~ 25%) from the analysis of spectra of energy released in 
the target for reactions with emission of tritons. 

-Gornov et al. A 
-Mechtersheimer et al. 
-Cernigoi et al. 

i i i i 

Fig. 8. Measured inclusive spectra of protons 
from reactions induced by stopped рюцвДО]-^!^ 
our СЕМ calculations (histograms are the sum of 
all three СЕМ components), and the calculation 
based on the a-particle model[42], as indicated. 

Recently, we extended.the СЕМ to de
scribe photonudear disintegration at intermedi
ate energies[5] using for the initial interaction of 
a photon wrth a nucleus the quasideuteron model 
in a manner similar to Ref [43]. We analyzed 
photoabsorption cross sections; nudeon and pion 
spectra and multiplicities; neutron-proton coinci
dences; photofission cross sections and nudear 
fissilities; excitation functions and isotope yields 
for reactions induced by photons with energies 
up to ~ 1.2 GeV and target-nuclei from I2C to 

4 V ° M e V ? ° 1 0 ° , 2 0 M 3 Am. As an example, in Fig. 9. the differential 
compared with the data of Obon[U]. and wrthX * г ^ к п £ Ё З Д ^ ^ 
models for emergent protons at 43°. 90°, and 154° produced by l.OS-GeV faremsstrahking on 
,2C. One can see that a good agreement with experimental data in both the shape and absolute 
value has been obtained for protons emitted at both forward and backward angles. 
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Fig. 9- Comparison of predicted inclusive proton 
spectra by the СЕМ (histograms are sums of all three 
СЕМ components) with ,2C(7,p)X data of Ref.[44] 
(points), and with the direct knockout[45] (solid lines), 
and a quasideuteron model(46] (dashed lines). 

Similar results were obtained for other reactions. 
As it has been mentioned above, a most complete 

comparison of the СЕМ predictions with calculations 
in the framework of other current models may be 
found in the review[30] on the recent International 
Code and Model Intercomparison for Intermediate 

1 0 0 2 0 0 3 0 0 4 0 0 ^пег8У Nuclear Reactions organized in 1992-1993 by 
the 0ECD Nuclear Energy Agency, Paris. The con-

Tp (MeV) ditions of this Interccmparison were the following: 
number of experimental data of interest, bat unpublished, not available for par-
the participants had to provide necessary calculations at their home Laboratories 

f«r Incident Ктежщт = »a .00 vmA lmm*r = «O.BO 
• Г ' i • • | - ~ i •. • Ц Pig. 10. Comparison of in

clusive spectra of secondary 
neutrons from proton-zirconium 
collisions at 256 MeV predicted 
by several models with the ex
perimental data[47] (solid line 
«meeting symbols marked by 
HAMEEP), published when all 
the calculations were finished 
(for details see [30]). Symbols 
show the results obtained by 
different authors in the frame
work of different models, re-
spectively: BNL [48]. 1)1 11 
our СЕМ calculations; 19]. KYI' 
- [50], LAS - [51]. PS1 [52], 
JAE [53]. LNL2 [54]. .1ЛЕ2 
- [55]. 

Neutron Emission Energy (UeV-lab) 
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and then to send the results to the organizers at the NEA OECD. When all the calculations 
were finished the organizes compared the calculations with each other and with the unpublished 
experimental data. As an example, one typical figure from the review[30] is shown in Fig. 10. 
One can see that the СЕМ describes well nuclear reactions at intermediate energies and has 
one of the best predictive powers as compared to other available modern models. Other several 
hundreds of similar figures and tables may by found in Ref [30] 

5. Summary 

Thus, we have shown how, using the Zubarev method of the non-equilibrium statistical 
operator, one may obtain the reiativistic kinetic equations describing different stages of nuclear 
reactions in the СЕМ. For this, starting from a first principle, as the quantum reiativistic 
Liouville equation, we had to use a series of anzatzes. The renounce of any concrete anzatz 
will arise the corresponding generalization of the kinetic equations used in the present version 
of the СЕМ and will improve our approach. We are working on this at present. 

We have demonstrated that without any free parameters, the СЕМ is able to reproduce 
correctly shapes and absolute values of a large variety of nucleon- and pion-induced reaction 
data and can be applied to analyze the mechanisms of different nuclear reactions. The re
cent "International Code and Model Intercomparison for Intermediate Energy Reactions" [30] 
showed that the СЕМ adequately describes nuclear reactions at energies from 25 MeV to 1600 
MeV and has one of the best predictive powers as compared to other available modern codes. 

A recent modified version of our model allows one to calculate also photonuclear reaction 
data. A more recent modified version of the model is able to describe also emission of gamma 
rays. It is planned to make the recent versions of the code of the СЕМ available to users. 
They have an input simple and friendly for users and allow one to calculate different medium 
energy nuclear data in the absolute value without free parameters. A detailed description (User 
Manual) of the recent Modified versions of the code is in preparation. 

One may conclude that the Cascade-Exciton Model is indeed suitable for the evaluation 
of medium energy nuclear data for science and applications and for the analysis of different 
types of nuclear reactions. Further development and improvement of the СЕМ are possible, 
and a work in this direction is in progress at present. 

We would like to thank Prof. G. Maino for inviting us to give our lectures and kind 
hospitality, as well as the whole staff of the Institute for Scientific Interchange Foundation for 
their efforts in maintaining a high standard of the meeting and very pleasant ambience at Villa 
Gualino, Torino, Italy. Last, but not least, we thank the European Science Foundation for 
financial support. 
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Машник С.Г., Смолянский С.А. Е2-94-353 
Каскадно-экситонный подход к ядерным реакциям 
(обоснование и достижения) 

На динамической основе получены релятивистские кинетические 
уравнения для описания ядерных реакций при промежуточных энергиях. 
Эти уравнения проанализированы и реализованы в нескольких версиях 
каскадно-экситонной модели (КЭМ) ядерных реакций. КЭМ предполагает, 
что ядерные реакции проходят три стадии — каскадную, предкаскадную и 
равновесную. В рамках этого подхода проанализированы разнообразные 
характеристики адрон- и фотоядерных реакций в области первичных 
энергий до нескольких ГэВ. Оценен вклад различных механизмов погло
щения пионов и фотонов и обсуждена относительная роль различных ме
ханизмов образования частиц и фотонов в этих реакциях. КЭМ адекватно 
описывает ядерные реакции при промежуточных энергиях и имеет одну из 
лучших предсказательных способностей по сравнению с другими доступ
ными современными моделями. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории теоретической физики им. Н.Н.Бого
любова ОИЯИ. 

Препринт Объединенного института ядерных исследований. Дубна, 1994 

Mashnik S.G., Smolyansky S.A. E2-94-353 
The Cascade-Exciton Approach to Nuclear Reactions 
(Foundation and Achievements) 

The relativistic kinetic equations describing nuclear reactions at 
intermediate energies are obtained on the dynamical basis. These equations are 
analyzed and realized in several versions of the Cascade Extiton Model (СЕМ). 
The СЕМ assumes that reactions occur in three stages: the intranuclear cascade, 
pre-equilibrium and the evaporative ones. A large variety of experimental data 
on hadron- and photonuclcus reactions, in the bombarding energy range up to 
several GeV are analyzed in this approach. The contributions of different pion 
and photon absorption mechanisms and the relative role of different particle and 
photon production mechanisms in these reactions are estimated. The СЕМ 
describes adequately nuclear reactions at intermediate energies and has one of 
the best predictive powers as compared to other available modern models. 

The investigation has been performed at the Bogoliubov Laboratory of 
Theoretical Physics, J1NR. 
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